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By Cynthia Letae
Staff Reporter

I

Shuttle bus service
to get week-long
trial run

i

The

Vol. 61, No. 215

The Student Government Association
(SGA) may schedule a week-long trial
run of the proposed shuttle bus service
to take students to and from the Student
Recreation Center.
SGA senator Dana L. Kortokrax, said
that a University official yesterday said
he promised assistance in setting up the
trial run and all that is needed to get the
service on the road is SGA approval of
$90 to fund it.
SGA will discuss the funding of the
trial run at its meeting tonight in the
rec center.
KORTOKRAX SAID the experimental run of the service would
operate from 7-10 p.m. Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday of the trial
week. The $90 charge funds University
bus rental for the nine hours at $10 an
hour.

Norman H. Bedell, University
director of Technical Support Services,
said he would assist SGA in coordinating the trial run of the shuttle bus,
but SGA must pay for using the bus.
Kortokrax said that the $90 trial run

Kortokrax said she believes the
service could be successful and selfsustaining because she has discussed it
with many students and received
positive replies from a poll of 100
women living in Founder's Quadrangle.

If students would decide to continue the
service, students using it could then
pay a set quarterly fee such as $5 to
ride the shuttle bus or 10-25 cents for a
single ride...
would help determine whether students
would use the service. If SGA would
decide to continue the service, students
using it could then pay a set quarterly
fee such as $5 to ride the shuttle bus or
10-25 cents for a single ride, she said.

MORE THAN 90 of the 100 women
said they supported the service if it
would be funded by its specific users
rather than by all students through
general fee monies.
Kortokrax said although she in-

vestigated starting the service for the
women in Founders, her SGA
senatorial district, she broadened the
shuttle bus proposal to include about
seven other on-campus locations. In
addition, Toni Martin, SGA senator
representing off-campus students,
requested that the shuttle bus stop at
several off-campus locations.
Tentative stops for the service are:
Founder's Quadrangle, Sorority Row,
McDonald Quadrangle, Prout Hall,
Offenhauer Towers, the Library, two
off-campus locations and the rec
center.
Kortokrax said that although many
students still will not be able to use the
service from those locations, they will
not have to pay for it.
She added that students wanting to
ride the shuttle bus from a specific
location can contact her at the SGA
office or attend the SGA meeting
tonight.
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New School of Health
proposal undecided
By Mary DannemiUer
Staff Writer
No decision was reached on a
proposal for a School of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation
(HPER), discussed at yesterday's
Academic Council meeting.
The proposal, presented by the
HPER Council Dec. 6, recommended
reorganizing the HPE and PER
departments into one school with five
divisions.
"The HPER Council was an attempt,
three or four years ago, to make the
unwieldy operation more wieldy," Dr.
Terry W. Parsons, chairman of the
HPE department, explained.
PARSONS AND Dr. Bernice E.
Waggoner, chairman of the PER
department,
presented
the
reorganization plans and highlighted
some structural changes.
According to the proposal, the
divisions of the school would be health
education,
physical education,
recreation and dance, general physical
education and intramurals, sports

studies and management and a
graduate studies program.
Dr. David G. Elsass, dean of the
College of Education, said that combining the two departments would
provide more visibility for faculty and
project a unified image by bringing the
group closer together.
He added that through this
reorganization, the differences between
the HPE and PER departments would
be less confusing.
PARSONS SAID that there are at
least 12 courses that the HPE department offers which are similar-almost
identical-to ones offered by the PER
department and "it's embarrassing"
that two departments are doing the
same thing.
Dr. Joseph K. Balogh, dean of the
College of Health and Community
Services, said that a school of HPER
"would bring about greater confusion,"
comparing the example that his office
gets calls for the Health Center.
Dr. Karl E. Vogt, dean of the College
of Business Administration, asked if
committees could be set up to deal with

Inside the News
EDITORIALS: Students aren't powerless against the University.
Roger Lowe tells why on Page I.
NEWS: Teacher shortages may be in store for the 1980's. See Pam
Dalgeish's story on Page 4.
DAY IN REVIEW: For state, national and international news.
Page 5.

scheduling and curriculum problems
that might occur.
Elsass explained that there is "only
so much an interdependent committee
can do" and that under a school with
one budget, it would be more effective.
HE SAID that the point of the
proposal is not a "grass roots conceptualization" and the HPER Council
took a "hard look" at reorganizing the
departments in response to Title IX.
Dr. Richard W. Bowers, professor of
HPE, said he does not foresee any
improvement in communication if the
departments combine because the
faculty members probably will remain
in eight buildings and that' 'up until this
fall, it was expressed to us we didn't
have a great deal of choice because of
Title IX."
The first interpretation of Title IX
stated that there could not be separate
physical education programs for men
and women. It has been reinterpreted
and encourages the single program, but
there is a provision for separate
programs.
RATHER THAN having a school of
HPER, a coordinated department was
suggested.
Mary D. Blatan, assistant professor
of recreation, said that it is a disadvantage to be in a PER department and
that the University needs this type of
school structure to obtain recreation
accreditation.
The general pattern across the
country is for universities to have
schools, divisions or colleges of HPER,
Waggoner explained.
Ferrari asked the council to discuss
the issue at next week's meeting.

Weather

Higbl7F(-8C)
Low 10F (-lzCl
20 percent chance of precipitation

University women's basketball game against
Eastern Michigan Saturday as he retrieved a foul
ball that landed In the bleachers.

Ordinance prompts complaints

SPORTS: Jay Liles goes after his 46th win and a BG wrestling
record. See Pat Hyland's story on Page 8.

BG's basketball team got back on the winning track by romping
Kent State 30-64. See Page 8.

Newspholo by Karen Bo

CONTRARY TO APPEARANCES, this is not a
new way to play volleyball. This unidentified
young spectator took part in the action during the

By Tom Smith
Staff Reporter
Gripes aimed at the city were aired
Wednesday night when residents of
Ward 1 met with city officials.
The chief complaint voiced by
residents was about a change in a
zoning ordinance last June which
reduced the amount of square footage
for a one-bedroom apartment from 2000
to 1000 square feet. Now a new apartment building is being built on East

Merry Street which would crowd an
already populous neighborhood,
residents claimed.
City Attorney Patrick Crowley explained that the change was made at
the request of developers to better use
small lots in Ward 2.
Mayor Alvin L. Perkins, a resident of
the neighborhood, questioned the
planning behind putting an apartment
complex for six units on a 6O-by-100-foot
lot.

Carty for a nine-unit addition to a home
at316E.MerrySt.
Crowley explained to about 50
residents gathered at Ridge Street
Elementary School that the courts have
determined that zoning ordinances
must be uniform throughout a city.
James. R. Davidson, organizer of the
meeting, said the Carty building will
have two bedrooms, not one bedroom as
the zoning ordinance stipulates.

"LEGALLY DEVELOPERS can
build there because the zoning ordinance allows it," Perkins said.
According to the city's Planning and
Zoning Department records, since the
ordinance was changed, the only
building permit issued was for Ward 1,
but the change requested was aimed at
Ward 2.
The permit was issued to Edward

CARTY COULD not be reached for
comment.
Davidson said the apartment construction in the area "enhances all the
old problems of parking and noise."
He said there have been violations of
parking and noise ordinances which are
ignored and police are "hamstrung" to
deal with noise. "They need to observe
what is going on and then decide
whether to cite them or not," he said.

POLICE CHIEF Galen L. Ash told
the News that the police department
handles parking violations on sidewalks
or in restricted zones but the zoning
inspector is responsible for cars parked
in yards.
Ash said apparently nobody called in
to tell the department about the
violations.
He said the police put first priority on
accidents and emergency matters and
then on neighborhood patrols.
To help increase patrol time, Ash
announced that beginning Monday the
police will no longer provide free
lockout service to motorists and
homeowners.
Davidson said many residents were
dissatisfied with the meeting's outcome
and will take the zoning matter to City
Council Monday.

On-campus parking
Regulation modified to assist staffed autos

Ntwjphoto by Fr«r* irtllhjupt

STARTING THIS QUARTER students will be allowed to back
Into parking spaces. This will facilitate In helping to Jump cars
with dead batteries. Only Iota 1,8, and 12, are affected.

On-campus students parking in
lots six, eight and twelve now are
permitted to back into a space,
according to Parking Services
Director Melvin R. Jones.
The original regulation states that
a vehicle must be parked with the
decal-permit facing the driving lane.
BY MODIFYING the regulation, it
will be easier for the student to Jump
a car with a dead battery, a common

occurrence during'' the winter
months, Jones said. This allows the
assisting car to pull through the lane
and Jump the car without moving it
from the space.
He added that he does not believe
this change is necessary in commuter lots because the lots usually
are vacant by the end of the day
making a car accessible in case of
engine trouble.

"THE ON-CAMPUS student is
taking the brunt of the effects of
winter and if we can do anything to
make it easier, the extra effort is
worth it," he said, adding that the
change means that the Parking
Services staff will have to wade
through snow to check for decals.
The modification is effective this
quarter only, Jones said.

wmm

opinion

' judgment is founded on truth...'

renovation welcome
Bowling Green Cily Council's proposal last week to widen East
Wooster Street from Interstate 75 to Mercer Road is an idea whose time
has come.
Traffic pileups and frustrated drivers are proof enough that present
facilities are inadequate for the amount of traffic entering the city.
Proposals on how to improve the 1-75 to Mercer Road stretch vary.
Ward 2 Councilman Patrick Ng has proposed that an additonal westbound lane be added between the two points, and that there be four-lane
intersections at the University entrance of Campbell Hill Road and at
Mercer Road westbound.
Another option, favored by Norman H. Bedell, University director of
Technical Support Services, by John F. Mekus, city consultant engineer,
and by Ward 1 Councilman Joseph L. Corral!, Is to add both an additional eastbound and westbound lane between the two points. A
similar plan, which included a center, landscaped boulevard, was opposed in 1976 by homeowners and University officials.
The News believes that the city would be best served by a four-lane
thoroughfare from 1-75 to Mercer Road, as this would relieve congestion
in the westbound as well as the eastbound lanes. Councilman Ng's threelane proposal would only relieve the citybound traffic influx, without
improving the condition of eastbound travelers, who now must contend
with the stop-and-go traffic which empties into the numerous businesses
lining East Wooster.
And if City Council can meet Its projected completion date of fall, 1980
for the renovation of the stretch, the relief will come none too soon for the
thousands of motorists who must traverse the route daily.

national columnist

oil-the root of all inflation
WASHINGTON-Everyone is mad at
the OPEC nations for raising the price
of oil by 14.5 percent. They also seem
to be madder at the Arab countries than
the other members of OPEC. My theory
on this is that every time the
photographers take photos of the oil
ministers, the Arab ones stand out
because they are dressed in their
burnooses, while the other OPEC
representatives fade into the
background in their English-tailored
suits.
I, for one, think the OPEC people
made a serious mistake in raising the
price of their oil. The reason they gave
was that the dollar had been so
weakened by inflation that they were
losing money. What they didn't say was
one of the major reasons for the dollar
sagging was the price they put on their
oil in the first place.

Art
Buchwald
SINCE THE OPEC nations have
accumulated most of the dollars in the
world, it would have been in their interests to CUT the price of oil by 14.5
percent rather than raise it. This would
have sent the value of the dollar to new
heights, and wrecked the Japanese yen,
the German mark, and the Sri Lankan
rupee.
The new price raise just cooked up in
Abu Dhabi will not solve the dollar
problem, but exacerbate it, and in a

year the OPEC countries will be
complaining again how their dollars
are being blown away by the winds of
inflation.
I wish I could only blame OPEC and
the Arabs in OPEC for all our
problems. But I just talked to an
economist who said the cost of fuel,
while it starts with the OPEC countries,
goes through many stages.
"WHEN THE cost of crude oil is
raised," he told me, "everyone gets in
the act. Let's say that the OPEC chaps
add three cents to the price of a gallon
in Abu Dhabi.
"The 'seven sister' oil companies at
the Petroleum Club in Houston say to
each other, Hey, since the OPEC
ministers have raised the price three
cents, this is a good chance for us to
raise it two cents more. The consumer

The S*G Hews
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"IS THERE ANY hope that the price
of oil will ever godown?"
"Only if they discover a lot of it off
the coast of New Jersey."
' 'That would be awful."
"Why do you say that?"
"Well, it's one thing to kiss the hem of
an Arab's burnoose in Saudi Arabiabut it's another to kiss one worn by a
person who comes from New Jersey."
(c) 1978, Los Angeles Times Syndicate

BUSINESSSTAFF
lind* berke
colleen clune
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"SO NOW WE'RE talking about a sixcent raise," my economist friend
continued. "The refiners add another
cent for unleaded, and the oil company
sales departments add a cent for good
luck.
"The advertising departments tell
management they're going to need
another two cents a gallon to sponsor
more good shows on public television,
so the people who have to pay an additional 10 cents a gallon will think nice
things abdut oil companies."
"Then what you're saying is, the only
thing we can hope to get out of the
OPEC meeting in Abu Dhabi is another
TV series like 'Upstairs, Downstairs'?"
"You got it."

iamiea pierman
roger k lowe
chrryl ageschkf
k.lin h. iameson
Steven w sadler
ianet k. ropers
davids.ryan
marc huounin
William |. paul

busmess manager
advertising manager

will blame the Arabs and we'll be let off
scot-free.'
"So now we have five cents added to
the gallon. But the people who transport
oil in tankers, railroad cars and trucks
accidentally run into each other in a
diner outside of Chicago and say, 'Did
you see what they did in Abu Dhabi?
lipped the price of fuel three cents.'
And someone else says, 'And the folks
in Houston met their three cents and
raised them two. I say we should add
another cent on for transportion. If we
don't do it now we may never get a
chance until the next OPEC meeting.'

guest column

the student who came in from the cold

I was informed by a reliable campus
source that University Hall-one of the
original structures (I don't think
anyone will dispute that bit of info)-is
going to be restored for posterity's sake
Great!
Considering it is perhaps the biggest
happening since peanut butter, I just
hope they remember to include modern
heating elements in the architectural
plans. Also, I hope they extend this
occassional necessity to Hanna and
Moseley Halls as I have four out of five
of my classes in this particular complex
and am suffering from terminal frost
bite.
»
One the first day of classes, I was
waiting for an instructor and made the
H6MER
.JtUfK^iWy* ^
TnW 1B< FEET MXLCWER"WN AND IWliirjIrG ZEfc) FEET mistake of not moving for several
*WrE !€3CUND AND NO OCSR THAN RVE HJNB&P HZ FfW AW TERMINAL SxAffiT.' minutes. I became permanently fixed

Lynn
Hohensee
Five
(or was it frozen?) to the floor in the
University hallway, one arm extended,
holding an empty coffee cup. Someone
mistook me for an ashtray in disguise
and flipped a cigarette butt at me.
The next mistake was using a
restroom and on that particular day.
Several possibilities as to what might
happen occurred to me.
1) It could possibly be the quickest

trip to the latrine I would ever make in
my life.
2) I might become so engrossed
reading the graffitti, that I would
spend the rest of the day trying to pry
myself loose,
3) Forget the whole thing and develop
a chronic bladder condition.
Determined not to be defeated before
the first week of winter quarter was
completed, I arrived prepared on
campus the next day. My wearing
apparel consisted of two pair of
thermosocks, combat boots, long Johns
with yellow daisies on them, two
jackets, a ski sweater, insulated gloves,
a motorcycle helmet and a scarf. I slid
my backpack over my shoulders and
headed toward Moseley. Once inside,
my chattering teeth simmered down to

a dull roar before I slipped in a puddle
on the stairway.
There was one slight flaw I had overlooked. I was so over-clothed that I
couldn't get up; no one offered to help
probably thinking the grimy blob on the
steps was an over-turned trash can.
They tell me I'll be out of the hospital
any day now as soon as the grayishyellow tint disappears and I stop
defrosting. I think the nurses are
getting tired of mopping up puddles of
water around my bed.
Besides, yellow isn't one of my
favorite colors.
Lynn Hohensee Five Is a student at the
University

speaking out

getting involved can help solve your problems
Is life at the University getting you
down? Are policies being made in your
college or department that upset you?
Students at the University have two
choices when the wheels of the
bureaucracy start turning against
them. They can either take an attitude
of "What can I do?" or they can battle
the move from both inside and outside
the bureaucracy.
For example, there are student
representatives on the powerful
Academic Council, which sets much of
the policy for the University in areas
such as the establishment of new
colleges and programs as well as voting
on the academic calendar year.
FRANK AVENI IS the Student
Government Association represerh
tative to the Board of Trustees. The
Board of Trustees handles major policy
and procedure decisions and has the
final say on whether student fees are
raised.
Faculty Senate also has student
representatives on It, according to
chairman David C. Roller Faculty
Senate voted last year on comprehensive final examinations.
In an upcoming issue, the Advisory
Committee
on General Fee
Allocations, (ACGFA) will be awarding
portions of the general fee to campus
organizations. There are seven undergraduate students and two graduate

Roger
Lowe

students on this committee.
BOBBY G. ARROWSMTTH, chairman of the committee and assistant
vice-provost for student activites, said
students were encouraged to contact
their representatives, (who will be
listed next weekjn the News) or to
attend meetings thlmselves. Persons in
the gallery at the JCGFA hearings will
be allowed to maav statements and ask
questions.
What better way is there to decide
how the $87 general fee you pay each
quarter is doled cut than to attend the
ACGFA hearings!
Did all of you on-campus students like
being able to move into your dorms at
1:30 p.m. Jan. 2 when classes started at
5 p.m.? Why not voice your complaints
to your dorm council, Residence Life
Association, Intrafratemity Council or
Panhel?
ALL OF THESE groups have interests in residence life concerns and
can be approached with complaints.

Are you upset with Parking Services?
There is a Parking Services advisory
committee with undergraduate
representatives on It. It is their
responsibility to voice the students'
viewpoint on parking issues. But to
voice this viewpoint, the representatives to this and other advisory
committees must be informed of
student concerns.
Contact the SGA office about who is
on these committees. As a hint, I'm one
of the representatives on the Parking
Services Board
If your particular college or deparment has established a new policy that
you do not agree with, or if you want
additional information, each college at
the University has advisory councils
that students can sit on.
STUDENTS LOOKING for information about these committees
should contact their particular college
or department office. If there is no
committee that covers your concern,
why not see if you can start one?
If, after going to these student groups
or the student representatives on other
councils, you are not satisfied with the
answers you have received (or not
received), contact some adminstrators.
Now, it's true that if you storm into
President Hollis A. Moore Jr.'s office
and demand to see him immediately,
there is a good chance that he won't see

you right that minute, or that he might
refer you to the proper administrator.
DESPITE POPULAR opinion, Moore
doesn't know everything about
everything at the University and will
not be very concerned if a student asks
him for help in getting into a closed
course. But then again, there will be
occasions where he may be the very
person you want to talk to.
Other administrators have indicated
that they have an open-door policy to
students. Why not take them up on this
offer?
Finally, don't forget the News if you

have a complaint. We can't be aware of
every student's problem at the
University. If you have something that
you feel the News and rest of the

I guarantee that we'll listen to your
complaint. And, if we think it warrants
a story, we '11 check it out.
ANOTHER WAY OF getting con-

"Students ...can either take an attitude of
"What can I do?' or they can battle the move
from both inside and outside the bureaucracy.'
University should know about, stop in
at our offices at 106 University Hall or
give me a call at 372-2003.

cents known is to write a letter to the
editor or a guest column. The News
welcomes reader response to editorial
comment as well as opinions on topics
of student interest. The News does
reserve the right to reject letters or
portions of letters that are deemed in
bad taste or malicious, but this does not
happen often.
If something doesn't go your way at
the University, don't go along with it
because you don't think one person can
battle a bureaucracy. Go through your
elected representatives, check with
advisory boards and contact administrators and the News.
Don't just sit on your rear end. Get up
and do something about something you
believe in.

™ m T m 1£m$9& WdgSi?'w *m ** WHE

Roger Lowe Is managing editor of the
Newt.
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NEWS IN BRIEF

Rec center has
parking problem

Streef closed
South Prospect Street between Washington Street
and Lehman Avenue will be closed through March 9.

Cabaret theater
The University Cabaret theater will open its 1979
season this weekend with the production "You're a
Good Man, Charlie Brown." The musical revue, based
on the "Peanuts" cartoon characters created by
Charle.' Schultz will be presented at 9 p.m. each Friday
and Saturday through Feb. 17 at the Holiday Inn, 1550
E. Wooster St. Reservations can be made by calling
Holiday Inn at 352-5211.

Psychology lecture
Dr. Howard E. Gruber, professor and director of the
Institute for Cognitive Studies at Rutgers University,
will present a lecture titled "The Growth of Conceptual
Structures: A Case Study of Charles Darwin's
Thinking" at 4:30 p.m. Tuesday in 112 Life-Sciences
Bldg. The program is sponsored by the psychology
department and the University Sigma Xi chapter and
is free and public.

Opera music
The University Symphony Orchestra and guest tenor
William McDonald will present a repertoire of opera
music at 2:30 p.m. Sunday in the Grand Ballroom,
Union. The program will include an overture from
Ambroise Thomas' opera "Mignon" and Mussorsgsky's "Night on Bald Mountain." McDonald will sing
arias from Mozart's operas "The Magic Flute,"
"Abduction from the Seraglio" and "Don Giovanni."
The program is free and public.

Horn recital
The University Artist Series will present a French
horn recital by Robert Routch at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the
Recital Hall of the College of Musical Arts Bldg.
Routch, who has performed throughout the United
States, will be accompanied by pianist Lydia Artymiw.
The program, which will include "Sonata in G minor
for Viola de Gamba and Cembalo" by J.S. Bach, is free
and public.

Party postponed
The International Student Party is postponed until 9
p.m. Jan. 19 in the Commuter Center.

Correction
Because of a proofreading error, an ad in yesterday's News for Roy Rodger's restaurant advertised a
roast beef dinner for $1.33 instead of the correct price
of $1.49.

SEASON PREMIER

By Frank Brelthaupt
Photographer
Although the Student
Recreation Center has been
open for just a week, transportation and parking
problems there were topics
of interest at the Resident
Student Association (RSA)
meeting Tuesday night.
No plans have been made
concerning limited parking
facilities near the rec center,
according to RSA member
Mark A. Kretovics. Since the
rec center opened, students
who drive to the building
have had to park in either the
Ice Arena or Library lots, he
said.
Kretovics claimed that it is
inconvenient' walk from the
parking lot near the Library
to the rec center. The .Ice
Arena lot also is Inconvenient because students
can enter the rec center only
from the front and must walk
around the building, he said.
KRETOVICS, WHO also
serves on the Rec Center
Advisory Council said that a
200-car parking lot Is
scheduled to be built behind
the new Music Building, but
added that he doubts spaces
will be allotted for students
using the rec center.
"It will be up to students to
put pressure on Parking
Services to allow parking
there," he said.
Kretovics also said the
University should consider
erecting a yield sign at the
Mercer Road crosswalk by
the Ice Arena. He said the
sign would caution drivers
about students who cross the
road at night.
THE ESTABLISHMENT
by Student Government
Association (SGA) of a
shuttle bus service for onand off-compus students to
the rec center also was
discussed.
SGA President, Michael C.
Voll, said the proposed bus
service would run only
winter quarter evenings
after 6 p.m.

One merchant said his sales already have been affected. Jeff Mack, manager of Lake Erie Sports, 522 E.
Wooster St., said that racquetball rackets, swimsuits,
sweat pants and running shoes have been purchased.
Mack said he expects "sales to increase as time goes
on," adding that he restocked his store with 100 new
rackets last week in anticipation of more buyers.
STUDENTS ARE buying rackets while they are still
available and before they are in even greater demand
once the racquetball courts open at the center, Mack
said.
Bill Peters, employee of The Athlete's Foot, located
in the Stadium Plaza, said shoe sales are normal for
this time of year. Peters said he expects an increase in
sales of racquetball shoes after the courts open.
University Bookstore Director John Buckenmeyer
said sales for sweatsuits have not increased and added
that a sale increase for racquetball rackets is hard to
pinpoint because the bookstore has carried them for a
year and sales always have been steady.

By Denlse Sakal
Staff Reporter
In an open forum
yesterday, Graduate Student
Senate wrestled with the
possible
effects
that
collective bargaining may
have on graduate students if

University faculty decide to
unionize.
According to Dr. Donald V.
De Rosa, representative of
Advocates for Academic
Independence, faculty
unionization may have the
same financial implications
to graduate students as it

Project aids skills
An experimental program
designed
to
improve
students' knowledge of the
Library is being tried this
quarter in English 112.
Students will use a workbook to learn about the
Library resources at their
own pace rather than by the
traditional lecture method
used in the past.
Students in English 112
must write a research paper
which can involve extensive
library work.
Mary Lee Kuhtz, research
librarian who has worked on

the project, said, "most
students feel they need
library skills, but aren't very
excited about going to the
library and learning them."
Kuhtz added that she hopes
the workbook will correct
that problem.
THE WORKBOOK includes exercises about the
card catalogue, indexes and
encyclopedias.
About half of the English
112 sections are using the
workbook Kuhtz said.
Students must complete
the workbooks by Feb. 9.

Tonight & Friday 8-11pm 50*
Free coffee and tea
in the Side Door, Union
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TRWA
TRW Equipment Group, which is located
in Euclid, Ohio, will be visiting the
Placement Office of Bowling Crreen on
Monday. January 15th. 1979.

t

Our Management Information Services
Center. located at the same facility, offers
career opportunities to BS graduates in
computer science, with specific course
work in COBOL. This large IBM facility Is
charged with meeting the data processing
needs of all of the division of TRW
Equipment Group. Your career with us
would begin as a computer programmer
working in the manufacturing-financial
applications area.
Your transition from student to a working
contributor at TRW will be aided by a
comprehensive training program.

I

i

i

unionization.
Navin said he believes that
to maintain and attract a
good faculty, the salary must
be satisfactory. He said he
does not believe that faculty
unionization will affect
graduate students.
DURING THE forum, the
question of strikes and the
implications they might
have on graduate students
arose. Navin said striking is
one of the available
mechanisms unions use to
negotiate an agreement, but
he does not see it as a
possibility at the University.
Striking imposes costs on
both the University and the
union when an agreement is
negotiated.

Applications are now available
for Fall 1979
Orientation Leaders
in 405 Student Services Bldg.

LOWEST
PRICES
•*** **&*

NEW LP's $4.99
[•1IIK

$2.89-$4.89

GREAT SELECTION of paraphernalia,
posters, tapestries, silk screens,
burlaps & T-shirts

t

THE SOURCE

Records - Tapes & Paraphernalia
518 East Wooster across from Founders

Thanks to the old officers
for afantasticjob!

An iautl Opportunity Employ*

After 18 months of working
out
an
acceptable
agreement, KSU received a
5.5 percent incremental pay
increase. The University's
presently is 6.5 percent.
UC received a 14 percent
incremental increase its first
year, but has not had a
further increase in the
operating budget, De Rosa
said, adding that teachers
there now are pushing for an
increase.
Dr. Leo J. Navin,
representative
of the
Bowling Green Faculty
Association, said that there
no longer is a community of
scholars who solve institutional problems, adding
that there is motivation for

Students who have already
been,or wish to be Orientation
Leaders for the first time,
must apply by Jan. 19.

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Assistant Treasurer

A COMPANY CALLED

may
have
on
undergraduates with an increase in tuition and fees.
The funds for whatever gains
are made will come from
within the University and not
the state, he said.
De Rosa argued that the
faculty benefits resulting
from unionization are not
substantial.
"UNIONIZATION DOES
lead to increased faculty
salaries, initially. However,
those gains t_>nd to shrink in
later years," he said.
De Rosa cited specific
cases at Kent State
University (KSU) and the
University of Cincinnati
(UC),
colleges which
recently have unionized.

Remember when you
were a Freshman

Announces Its 1979-1980
Officers

Scott Minor, Folk singer

Newsphoto by Frank Breithaupt

TAMA VRSANSKY, a freshman fashion merchandising major, is buying a swimsult at Lake
Erie Sporting Goods to wear In the Student
Recreation Center's Cooper pool.

Unionization may raise grad student fees

PHIMU

with

We offer an extremely competitive salary
and benefits package. Because TRW Is
concerned about your career development, additional schooling Is encouraged
and our comprehensive tuition reimbursement program makes it possible.
Please contact your placement office to
sign up for our January 15th. 1979
schedule.

Area merchants selling sweatsuits, swimsuits and
racquetball rackets can expect an increase in the
number of sales because of the Student Recreation
Center's opening.
With the new opportunity to swim, jog and play
racquetball at the rec center, students seem compelled
to buy new and fashionable sport equipment and apparel.

********'*•*********************

COFFEEHOUSE

We employ 3,000 plus employees at this
very large manufacturing facility in three
separate operating divisions. Our largest
division. Compressor Components, a
leader In the manufacture of airfoils for
jet engines, will be offering careers in
Industrial supervision for unit supervisors-forepersons. A good academic
record and a IIS in manufacturing
technology will enable you to apply for
these opportunities.

The shuttle bus route
would include pick-up spots
at dormitories on the far
west end of the University
and two off-compus locations
and possibly the Library,
VoUsaid.
Voll, however, said he was
not sure how the operation
would be funded. He once
said the service would cost
students 10 cents a ride and
would have outside funding,
but later admitted that the
fare might have to be higher
to cover operating costs.
ALTHOUGH RSA did not
take a collective stand on the
proposed service, RSA
president, Rick Haught said
the group "would like to take
an active part in helping
out."
The group also discussed
the 200 students who were
locked out of their dormitories when they returned
from Christmas break.
Haught said the possibility
of the same complications
occurring next winter
quarter will be reviewed.

Shops gain from center

HOURS: 10-9 Mon.-Sat. 12-7 Sun.
|
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Teaching job outlook improves
By Pun Dalglelsh
Declining enrollment figures far
education majors at the University and
elsewhere Indicate that teacher
shortages may be forthcoming, according to Dr. David G. Elsass, dean of
the College of Education.
Elsass confirmed recent reports that
a demand for teachers exists nationally
and probably will increase by the mid1960s, when the effects of current
enrollment trends will be felt.
The University annually supplies
about 12 percent of Ohio's new teachers
and graduated more certified teachers
in 1(78 than any other state institution,
Elsass said.
But the University has experienced
almost a SO percent drop in education
graduates since 197?, when 1,828
students graduated.
He said 1,006 graduated in 1978 and
about 900-930 education majors will
receive degrees this years.
ELSASS SAID about 750 new students
enrolled in the College of Education this
year, but the department annually
could take an additional 250-300.
Elsass said he views the enrollment
decline as an "overreaction to the
existing supply of teachers and the
number of Jobs available in education."
"People feel there is a large number
of unemployed teachers, but actually,
they are not that abundant and the

supply of new teachers is diminishing
each year," Elsass said.
The low enrollment figures also may
reflect a trend of women away from
education and into other professions, he
said.
"About 80 percent of education
students used to be women, but there is
no longer that automatic input," Elsass
said.
THE FINANCIAL crises in many
urban-based schools, resulting in
layoffs and paycuts, may be another
reason for the enrollment drop, he
added.
Wages might be a factor but, according to James L. Galloway, director
of Placement Services, "Salaries are
coming up drastically in response to the
need for teachers."
He said the field of elementary
education may open up in the early
1980s as the result of increases in the
birth rate.
BUT THE SHORTAGE is anticipated
primarily at the high school level,
where there 'already is a need for
teachers, according to Jerry Richardson, assistant director of Career
Planning and Placement.
"Openings^re available in the areas
of math, general science, industrial
arts, business and special education,"
Richardson said. "There is also a need
for teachers, both male and female,

who can double as coaches, and a great
demand for substitute teachers."
Richardson said that In 1976, 3,731
teaching Jobs were reported available
to the University. Last year, that
number rose to 6,050.
As the result of follow-up studies on
education graduates, Richardson said
he has learned that about 65 percent of
last year's graduates have obtained
teaching positions. That percentage
Include persons looking for
does not include

jobi In education, Richardson noted.
TO OFFSET the need for teachers,
the College of Education has begun
selectively recruiting high school
students, Elsass said.
More than 400 students were sent
letters explaining the opportunities
available In education. Students are
contacted If they have expressed interest In the College of Education and
have above-average ACT scores,
Elsass said.

Student phone directories
to be completed this week
Winter quarter student telephone directories are expected to be completed
this week, according to Bruce M. Dudley, director of University Publications.
Directories will be distributed to dormitories and off-campus students can
pick up directories at the Commuter Center or Union Information desk. The
directories will include student phone numbers and addresses and departmental
listings.
Charles L. Codding, director of Technical Support Services, said that faculty
and staff members receive a different directory which contains staff and
faculty listings. Student telephone numbers are not included.
"The reason we Issue a separate directory for students and faculty Is because
both havedifferent needs," he said.
,
.
■

Prohibition campaign continues
By Tom Smith
Staff Reporter
Plans for a new disco near
Perrysburg have been dropped.
However, Irene Shiple of Perrysburg
township continues her effort to place
on the ballot four measures which
would prohibit bars and other liquor
establishments from operating in the
township. These four measures would
also, if passed, ban the sale of alcoholic
beverages by four present businesses in
the township.
Shiple began her petition drive last
summer to prevent the construction of
a new disco by National Entertainment
of Akron on U.S. 25 and Echo Road. She
has said the new disco would spoil the

community.
Elmer R. Grimes, president of the
Akron firm, told the News that his
company has dropped any plans for the
site because of adverse public reaction.
THE WOOD COUNTY office of
building inspection confirmed that the
building permit for National Entertainment has been withdrawn.
Last faU the 6th District Court of
Appeals in Toledo, acting on a complaint filed by Richard Britton of
Perrysburg Township determined that
the Wood County Board of Elections
violated the state's open meeting law
when It accepted the petitions. As a
result the issues were taken off the Nov.
7 ballot.

Elections Director Constance Hillard
also said that the court did not determine the validity of the petitions.
BRITTON AND the owners of the
threatened firms, one of which was
Dixie Electric Company, U.S. 25,
claimed that persons were misled when
they signed the petition and wanted
their names removed.
Shiple said the court did not invalidate the petition, and said it wants
to use them for the next election. She
said the citizens of the area were denied
the right to vote on the matter.
The board of elections and Wood
County prosecutor John S. Cheetwood
this week are seeking advice from the

Ohio attorney general about how to
handle the petitions.
"The basic question we are seeking
an answer to is, can the petitions be
used since they were never really
used," Cheetwood explained.
ANOTHER POINT Cheetwood said
he discovered in his research for his
request is a change in the number of
signatures needed.
He said the
signatures for the November election
required 35 percent of the number of
persons who voted In the 1974 election.
This was 223 signatures.
Cheetwood said the petitions for a
new election may now require 35
percent of the number of voters in the
1978 gubernatorial election.

Medicaid requirements vary for Wood County
Editor's note: this is the last article of
a series dealing with eligibility and the
organization of Ohio's Medlcaid
program.
By Patrick Kennedy
Medicaid lawfully is available to any
blind, disabled, aged person and
children involved in the Aid to
Dependent Children (ADC) program.

Most University students, therefore,
are ineligible for Ohio's program.
"No discretion is made on the basis
that the student is at the University,"
Ellsworth M. Edward, director of the
Wood County Department of Public
Welfare, said. "We would take the
family, health insurance and income
into account.
"Medicaid is not available to anyone
not permanently or totally disabled,

unless they're on ADC," he said.
OHIO GENERAL assistance laws
may help the student, Edwards noted.
"General
assistance
provides
emergency assistance and cash on a
limited basis," he said. "If you have an
accident or illness you can't pay for,
you can apply for general assistance.
But it's not like you get a card to carry
around."
Eligibility requirements are con-

slstent statewide, Edwards said.
"Medicaid is available to all children
and adults on ADC, as part of the Aid to
Dependent Children program," he said.
"Medicaid is also available for people
in the SSI (Supplemental Security
Income) program and for people in
need of nursing home care."
Edwards noted the differences for
SSI and nursing homes. "There is a
different guideline here (for nursing
homes)," he said. "People who would
not be eligible otherwise, because of
income, become eligible because of the
high cost of nursing home care.
"A few on SSI are on a 'spend down'
basis-they spend part of their own
income," he said. "It's a laborious
that requires a person to book
receipts and then to come in to
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our offices each and every month."
EDWARD'S STAFF aids about 600
Wood County Medicaid recipients. "We
have a staff of 57, including children's
services, adult social services and
income maintenance," he said. "In the
Medicaid department, one worker
covers the community (Bowling Green)
and one handles nursing home cases,
helps find available beds and acts as a
liaison between homes and patients."
Caseworkers also check eligibility of
applicants, Edwards said. "They fill
out a written application, then the income, date of birth and residency are
verified. For disability, a medical
statement is also checked," he said.
But Wood County office, like other
county welfare offices, does not perform medical services, Edwards said.

"We help people to pay for It The
money is spent by the state and we
establish eligibility.
"In fact, a doctor treating a Medicaid
patient turns in the bill to Ohio
Medicaid, which, in turn, turns It over
to the auditor's office," he said.
Problems in the Medicaid program
include the lack of a medical indigent
programs and non-acceptance by some
doctors, Edwards said.
"One of the problems in the state
program is that we don't have a
program for medical indlgents," he
said. "We have help, though, through
the county public health departments
and through free clinics.
"SOME PROVIDERS are asking for
cash up front before they will see you,"
to page 7

510 East Wooster Street

Manufacturers of infinite food fare.
Sunday thru Wednesday 10:30 to 8:30 • Thursday. Friday. Saturday to 11:30

BURGER FACTORY

SUB FACTORY

CHILI FACTORY
"Cincinnati Style"

Accessories:
Bleu Cheese IOC-Swiss,
Cheddar or American
Cheese 12C-Mushrooms
2$C-Bacon 25C

Served hot
6
9
or cold:
Inch Inch
Salami
1.09 1.69
Pastrami
1.09 1.69
Ham
1.09 1.69
Combination
ol top 3 meats 1.09 1.69
Corned Beef
1.19 1.79
Roast Beel
1.19 1.79
Steak
1.39 1.99
Vegetarian
89C
1.49
your choice of one cheese
at no extra charge:
Swiss, Cheddar or American
Other fringe benefits at
no extra charge:
Lettuce, Tomato,
1000 Island, Mustard,
Horseradish and Mayonnaise
Accessories:
Extra cheese 20C
Pepperoni 20C
Mushrooms 25C
Pickled Peppers 15C
Wallled in Garlic Butter 10C

Samson's Burger

THE 2-FOOT SUPER
SUB

Single 39C
Double 69C
Triple 99C

NOW3SC
NOWS8C
\ow89C

10C
OFF OX Double-Double
ALL
4 Patties 1.29
Bl'RGERS
THRf
.JAN aim Double-Triple
5 Patties 1.59
Triple-Triple
6 Patties 1.89
Fringe benefits
at no extra charge:
Pickles, Onions, Relish
Mustard, Catsup,
Horseradish, Mayonnaise
and Sour Cream.

Triple with lettuce, tomato,
Mayonnaise and mushrooms
1.25

Fresh
French Fries
8 ounces
49C

1 pound
85C

Beverages
Solt Drinks
Regular 30C
Large
45C
Coliee, Milk, Tea or
Hot Chocolate 30C

Chili Plain
Chili-Beans
Chili Spaghetti

3-Way with Chili, Spaghetti
and Cheese
1.25
4 Way with Chili,
Spaghetti, Cheese and
Onions
1.35
5-Way with Chili,
Spaghetti, Cheese, Onions
and Beans
1.45
Samson's Way with Chili,
Spaghetti, Cheese, Onions,
Beans and Mushrooms 1.55

Accessories:
Cheese 35C—Onions 20«
Beans 20C—Mushrooms 25C

Custom constructed with
any combination ol meats,
fringes and accessories you
order. Sechonally sliced il
you wish. 8.99
Assemblers of Famous Greek
HOT DOGS 39C
Fringe benefits at no extra charge:
Mustard, Catsup, Onions, Sour Cream and
Relish
Accessories: Chili* 10C—
Swiss or CheddafCheese 10C—Horseradish 5C

GYROS
A Marvelous Mixture ol Seasoned Meats
Surrounded by s .Grilled Peeta Pocket Bread
Regular 87C
->Super 1.39

95C
85C
90C

Garlic Bread
6-inch loaf 35C
with Swiss or Cheddar
Cheese 55C

Salads
Tossed
59C
Chicken 99C
with 1000 Island,
Bleu Cheese or
Greek Dressing

Desserts
Baklava 45C
Frozen Yogurt 33C
Chocolate, Lemon
or Strawberry

JOIN OUR LUCKY DOUBLE CLUB at no extra cost. 5 winners every day.

2for1
PIZZA
THURSDAY
4 to 8 only!
(Pagliai's East
Only!)
Thursday, 4 to 8 only, get a
pizza free when you purchase another pizza of
equal or greater value!
(Sorry, no delivery. Pick up
or eat-in only.)

Pogliors
EAST

SOUTH

440 E. Court
352-1596

945 S. Main
352-7571

HOURS
Mon-Sat 11am-2am
Sunday 4 pm-Midnight

Thursday, Jaaaary 11,197t Tkc BG News Paf e S

Day in review

From Associated Press wire stories

Cambodians defend last position;
fighting approaches Thai border
The Vietnamese army yesterday
battled remaining strongholds of the
vanquished Pol Pot government whose
forces still had shaky control of about 20
percent of Cambodia, sources said.
The Soviet Union and some of its
allies recognized the Vietnam-backed
provisional government in Phnom
Penh.
China condemned the Soviets, while
some Southeast Asian nations called on
the U.N. Security Council to restore
peace.
SOURCES IN THAILAND said there
were reports ex-Premier Pol Pot,
whose repressive government was
condemned by almost everyone but
China, had been killed infighting in
northwestern Cambodia.

But Japan's Kyodo news service
reported from Peking that Chinese Vice
Foreign Minister Chung Hsitung told
Japan's ambassador Pol Pot was alive
in Cambodia.
Western sources said Vietnamese air
strikes, reported at about 100 a day
Tuesday, had lessened.
Thai sources said a Vietnamese
division was pushing against Siem
Reap, 260 miles west of the VietnameseCambodian border and 90 miles from
Thailand.
THE 9TH CENTURY temples of
Angkor - a symbol of Cambodian
nationalism - are near the town.
Kyode's report said Japan's ambassador was told Vietsamese troops
had occupied Siem Reap and Battambang, a key center and airfield site.
Thai and Western sources, however,

said the two towns had not been taken
and that a third city, Pursat, may be
controlled by the ousted leaders.
Gunfire could be heard at the ThailandCambodia border.
Sources said the Vietnamese onslaught that began less than three
weeks ago left some pockets of
resistance, but that the Vietnamese
captured about 26 China-supplied
warplanes and World War n U.S.
bombers.
VIETNAM MAINTAINS that a
Cambodian rebel movement called the
the National United Front for National
Salvation, led by President Heng
Samria, overthrew Pol Pot.
But Western sources may Vietnamese troops backed by tanks,
howitzers and air support, did most of
the fighting.

Military coup feared in Iran
111 take Cauthen in the fifth - No these two horses aren't
placing a bet win the local bookie, but they did attract plenty
of attention standing at pay phones outside a Dallas, Texas

convenience store. Like the Texans of yesteryear, Jane
Decker and Kim Kirk rode their mounts to the store and
tethered them, while they went inside to shop.

Gacy pleas innocent to slayings
John Wayne Gacy Jr., who reportedly
has confessed to 32 sex-related
slayings, yesterday entered innocent
pleas to each of seven murder charges
contained in a grand Jury indictment.
Gacy, 36, stood silent and expressionless as his attorney, Sam
Amirante, pleaded innocent in his
behalf before Circuit Court Jedge
Richard J. Fitzgerald.
Gacy, a contractor, stood flanked by
four sheriff's deputies in Fitzgerald's

courtroom. He wore a white shirt, with
tie, and brown coat, pants and shoes.
THE JUDGE ORDERED that Gacy
be examined to determine his competency to stand trial and whether he
was sane at the time the slayings occurred. But he did not rule on a defense
motion to quash the indictments.
Amirante argued that the grand
Jurers' Judgment must have been
tainted by news accounts of the

Dixie Electric Co.

PI KAPPA PHI

RUSH

The newspaper said Bakhtiar, who is
expected to present his new civilian
cabinet to the lower house of
parliament Thursday, claimed he was
"trying my best to prevent a military
coup d'etat."

RUMORS SPREAD over the capital
in recent days that military commanders deeply loyal to shah
Mohammed Roza Pahlavi might attempt a repeat of the events of August
1958 when unrest plagued th nation.

under which I accepted the premiership."
The date of the shah's long awaited
departure, expected to calm his violent
opposition, has not been announced.

At that time the monarch was forced
to leave the country, returning three
days later when the military had seized
power.
Bakhtiar was quoted as saying the
shah would be leaving the country,
ostensibly for rest and medical
treatment.
"Not only will I not prevent the shah
from going abroad," Bakhtiar was
quoted, "but I personally suggested this
and this has been one of the conditions

THE UNrTED STATES, meanwhile,
will send a small squadron of 12 F-1S
fighters to Saudi Arabia for a
"relatively short period" this month to
demonstrate American support for
Saudi security, U.S. Defense Departmerit officials said Wednesday.
The decision to send the highspeed,
highly maneuverable fighters is the
second move announced in an apparent
U.S. effort to show its military reach
into the Persian Gulf area while Iran is
rife with conflict.

The 1st Quarterly

KAPPA SIGMA
RUSH

Waiters, waitresses and bartenders
needed -- must be 21.
Kitchen and other help needed ~ must
be18.
Apply at Dixie Electric Company

¥

slayings.
"Nowhere in the annals of history has
there been so much pre-indictment
publicity,'' Amirante said.
Amirante also asked that searches be
discontinued at Gacy's house in an
unincorporated, residential area Just
northwest of Chicago.
Cook County sheriff's investigators
have found the bodies and skeletal
remains of 26 young men beneath the
floor of Gacy's house

Iranian Prime Minister Shahpour
Bakhtiar was quoted yesterday as
saying that Iran faces the danger of a
military coup, but that he still expects
the shah to leave the country.
"At the moment the country Is facing
on the one hand corrupt governments of
the last 26 years which violated -the
rights of the '-anian people and on the
other hand is facing the threat of a
military coup," the Persian newspaper
Kayhan quoted him.

Talent Night Tonight 7:30
Refreshments will be provided

"WINTER NIGHT
DELIGHT"

4>°
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Casino
Party
t
Tonight 8 p.m.

CONCERTS, CONTESTS, MOVIES, GAMES
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THE FUN BEGINS AT 7:00 p.m.
FRIDAY, JAN. 10

ALMOST ANYTHING GOES ALL NIGHT LONG . . .

CONKLIN

See Complete listing of normal and zany activities
posted at Rec Center Entrance

^
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DON'T STRETCH YOUR
NECK LOOKING FOR
APARTMENTS
- We Have The Place For You BRAND NEW APARTMENTS
One Block From
Campus

CALL 352-0717
OR STOP BY
224 E.WOOSTER

N. MAIN ST.
DOWNTOWN

#

SUPERMAN
2LPSET

CHAKAKAHN
LP NOW ONLY

E. WOOSTER ST.
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN

FJRSJ WINTER QUARTER
BACKGAMMON TOURNAMENT

BACKGAMMON
REGISTRATION:

RENTALS

presents with

Berkley's at the Holiday Inn of Bowling Green announces its

Furnished
9ViMo.-$350plusElec.
12 Mo.-$325 plus Elee.

$T§§ MAURER & GREEN

ffl\

GRAND PRIZE!
Free weekend in the Poconos!

* Op«n to anyone
yean or older.

All Leases Signed
Before Feb. 1,1979
Entitles You To A10%
Reduction

RECORDS
TAPES

TOURNAMENT!

2 Bed
2 Bath
Dishwasher
Disposal

Unfurnished
9'/2 Mo. - $300 plus Elec.
12 Mo. -$275DlusElec.

i

"Best Selections"

16

• Official
tournament
timt Monday night*.

1

Registration fee $3 (one lime only charge) Due
before Jan. IS. 1979. fill In coupon below and moil
or bring It with registration fee to B«ntl«y't at tho
Holiday Inn of Bowling Green.
timitod to the first 100 entrant*

.!8.99

.?4.59

ROD STEWART
LP NOW ONLY

..?4.59

.INCREDIBLE SAVINGS ON THESE PLUS THOUSANDS
MORE FROM THE BEST SELECTIONS OF LP'S
8 TRACKS-CASSETTES-BLANK TAPES-STEREO
NEEDLES-RECORD CARE ACCESSORIES
CONCERT TICKETS

FIND IT AT

Finders

OPEN 7
DAYS A

WEEK

M-SAT9A.M.-10P.M.
SUNDAYS NOON-7:30
CHARGE
IT

■i

■■
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Delta Tau Delta

ACU-I

RUSH

TOURNAMENTS

Party with the girls
of Chi Omega
Thurs.
Jan.ll
8:00

LS

CONKLIN

BACKGAMMON: B.Y.O. BOARD
Wed., Jan. 17th, Capitol Room
7:30 p.m. 25cents Entry Fee

[JATAg

?

The Art Studio

BILLIARDS: 14-1 CONTINUOUS
Tues., Jan. 16th, Buckeye Room
7:30 p.m. $1 Entry Fee

COLLEGE BOWL: TEAMS OF 4
Tues., Jan. 23rd, Capitol Room
7:30 p.m. $1 Entry Fee per Team

188 S. Main Mini-Mall

Watercolors Gauche Oils
Student Oils
Acrylic

WINNERS WILL BE SENT TO
REGIONALS
AT MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
FEBRUARY 15th-17th

Canvas
Various Watercolor Papers
Winsor Newton- on the way
"Check with us for your art needs"
Buy something for that Van Gogh
of yours at home

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 a.m.-10 p.m.
1-800-438-8039

DISCOUNT PRICES AT
ALL THREE THEATRES
TUESDAY •THURSDAY
STUDENT NIGHTS!
All STUDfNTS
WITH I.D."5...

-STA»IVM

Cinema Ul.

Your United Way Pledge Works For All of Us
Over 90 Community Chest end Red Cross Service Centers
Need Your Fstr Shsre Support

Campus calendar
THURSDAY
Meetings
Gerontology Association, 7:30 p.m., 101 Business
Administration.
SGA, 8 p.m., conference Room, Student Rec Center.
Lectures and Classes
Biology Seminar, 4:30 pjn., 112 Life Sciences. Dr. Cornelius McWright, director of research, FBI laboratory,
will speak. Sponsored by the biology department.

Great

Entertainment
Club Pool Swim, 9:30-11:30 a.m., Student Rec Center.

Auditorium, University Hall.
Miami University to perform "Sticks and Bones."
Admission $1 for students; $3 for non-students.

ACROSS
1 Pilch units
5 Relinquish
9 Anew
14 Bedouin
headband
15 Over
16 Musical
composition
17 Ruse
1

2

I

19
20
21
23
24

Laay —
Questioner
Cup
Deal
Crushed
inward:
2 words
27 State
29 Provider
31 Tinker

6

1
29

40

59

Way Bui
Loot*'
A1
7:30
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THE LARGEST SELECTION OF MUSIC IN B.G.

FIND GREAT MUSIC FOR GREAT PRICES!
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Sky sights
Arrest: SI
Commands
Region of
China
57 Hindu
princess
58 Slumber
59 Iranian
monarch
60 Wolf
61 Surmounting
63 Cipher
66 Conducted
68 Can. prov.
69 Busy bug

by Garry Trudeau
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WHAT
IS IT...
THAT MAKES THIS
THE MOST TALKED
ABOUT MOVIE OF
OUR TIME ?!!!

.PLUS THOUSANDS OF OTHERS TO CHOOSE FROM

N. MAIN ST.
E. WOOSTER
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55
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E. WOOSTER ST. ACROSS
FROM HARSHMAN
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a
hatter
Throw out
Bravery:
3 words
Shirt part
Snip
Slender
linial
Desliny
Boredom
Macaw
Gauzy fabric, e.g.
Pier
Adored one
Thames estuary

18 Primp
22 Received
25— of March
26 Stair post
28 Thailand
temple
30 Royal
32 U.S. patriot:
2 words
33 Slave of old
34 Remainder
35 — and
evens
36 Length units
38 Ranter
41 Big Calgary
event
43 Get rid of
46 Hasten
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Billy Mayaa

Bob Everden
Mike Tobin
Bob Everden
BainWassel
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50 Tension
52 Patrick or
Pearson
54 Beef. e.g.
56 Bookworms
38 snarp oiow
62 Show —
64 Opponent
65 Public
house
67 Act indecenl: 2
words
70 Home
71 Sea eagle
72 Pecan, e g
73 Trusted
74 Carry
75 Trickle
DOWN

PIM

presents with

$4.59

p.m., Main
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Tom Greene
BiU Neal
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Jay Barton
Joe Kindelin
Thad Kovalchik
TomGreene
Mike Hawkins
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Scott Jeffers

N. MAIN ST.
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Your
Monty
Bart'

Scott Jeffers
Mike Miller
Randy Niley
Tom Hushion
Tom Hushion

Social Chr.
Pledge Trainer
Rec. Sec.
Comm.
Corres. Sec.
Alumni Sec.
Athletics
IFC Rep
Activities
Traditions
Scholarship
Historian
Chaplain
Song Chr.
Little Sis Adv.
Assis. 500 Chr.
Pledge Board Chr
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Fred Greenwood
Ken Russell
Bob Everden
Bob Everden

President
V.P.
Treas.
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Rush Co Chair
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Distant
Fresher
Pester
Letters
Actor
George —
Operates
Demise
Nigerian city
Permit
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Lakes Theater

Crossword

\t

New Officers
of

Open to all eligible to use the Center.
Cooper Pool Swim, 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.. Student Rec
Center.
Great Lakes Theater Competition, 1 p.m., Main
Auditorium, University Hall. Wright State University to
perform "Look Back in Anger." Admission $1 for student'
$3 for non-students.
Club Pool Swoim 1:30-4:30 p.m., Student Rec Center.
International Coffee Hours, 2-4 p.m., 17 Williams Hall.
Cooper Pool Swim, 4:30-10 p.m., Student Rec Center.
Russian Club Dinner, 6 pjn. Contact Department of
German and Russian, 372-2268.
UAO Campus Movie, 8 pjn., 210 Math-Science. "The
Great Dictator," starring Charlie Chaplin, will be shown.
UAO Coffeehouse, 8 p.m.-Midnlght, THe Side Door, Union.
Folksinger Scott Minor will perform. Admission SO cents.

Campus Calendar is a daily listing of campus events
(meetings, lectures and entertainment) provided as a
service to readers. Unless otherwise noted, all events are
free and open. Campus Calendar forms are available in
the News office, 106 University Hall, 372-2003. There is no
charge for submitting listings to the section.

M-SAT9A.M.-10P.M
SUNDAYS NOON-7:30
CHARGE
IT

nnnnnm

7TH,
BIG
WEEKl

FIND OUT THIS
Friday-Saturday
A_tJWWnjghtm_
BOXOFFICE OPENS AT
1145PM
SHOWTIME 12:01 A.M

LOSTa FOUND
Lost-blk. 2-fold wallet In or
between Hayes & Moseley Halls.
If found, call Rich 3524519
Reward)
Lost Ladles blk. onyx ring on
yellow gold band on Thurs. 1 4.
Sentimental value. Reward!
Leave name & number In 0126
On Campus Mailbox. Rm. 70S
Moseley Hall.
$20.00 reward for the return of a
blue "North Face" down jacket
& attaching hood, stolen from the
coat rm. outside the Grand
Ballrm. Frl. nite. No questions
asked. Call 874 7857 after 3 8. ask
for Keith.
Distressed! Lost 1 rust brn.
leather coat. It's the only coat I
have a would appreciate any
knowledge as to Its whereabouts.
Reward! 152 0632
Found-lg. sum of money in plain
white envelope found S.C.
MacDonald. Lost between 12:101:11,1 5-79. Mill, Chuck Selbolt.
SBRVICEIOFFERED
Carousel Beaute Shop :40 E.
Wooster. Just cut, perm a got
Full service salon for guys a
gals. Recommending Jhirmack
8. Redken 352 0100.
RIDES ■
RIDE NEEDED FOR 2 TO
COLUMBUS LANCASTER OU
AREA ON FRIDAY. WILL
HELP WITH GAS. MITCH. 1527151.
PERSONALS
WIN an AM FM cassette tape
player (1130 value) donated by
Sound Associates or prizes from
Finder's Records, DJ's Cycle
Shop. University Bookstore,
UAO and Athletic Department!
Enter the WINTER RAFFLEI
Tickets are 25 cents or 5 11.00,
available from any Society of
Professional Journalist member
and at lie BO News, 106
University Hall. Drawing will be
4 p.m. Jan. 24.
Bol Mich: now that you're 19, It's
time to settle down a stop
roaming!
Happy Birthday
Sieeiebag! Love, The Partners.
Congratulations! Sue Edmunds
candidate for Mortar Board.
Love, your gamma phi sisters.
Congratulations Connie a Dan on
your KD Slg Ep lavallering!
Love. Your KD Sisters.
Congratulations Kim a Eric on
your engagement We wish you
the best ot luck I Love, Your KD
Sisters.

Chapman: Get ready to party
with the Slg Ep's Friday Night.
Grand Opening in Fab. The
newest experience in B.O. Nite
Life-UPTOWN.
ATTENTION GREEKS: BE
SURE TO PARTICIPATE IN
THE NEWEST GREEK EVENT
THE GAMMA PHI BETA
BOWLING TOURNAMENT!!!
MAKE
A
STRIKE
FOR
CHARITYI
You can book the same WFAL
Sound System that plays happy
hours for lust about the lowest
prices around, winter a Spring
Qjarter dates being accepted
now. Call Marck Krach at 2 2195
or 2 5)39
A unique opportunity to put your
own Ideas a views into a young &
progreslve non hazing social
fraternity. Learn practical
leadership ..kills while helping to
establish new customs a
traditions with the PI KAPPA
PHI fraternity here at B.G.S.U.
Contact Cralg Anderson at 352
0303 or attend one of our rush
parties In new fraternity row.
Find out about the good life of a
PI KAPP.
"SHORT i SWEET"
ISCOMING!
Your horoscope on 2hr. cassette.
Discover your best route to love,
money, health, etc. Sand bir
thdate, year, time (AM or PM?),
place a 139.95 to FUTURE. PO
Box 213. Swanton, Oh 43551
DOUBLE WASH 75 cents
SINGLE WASH 50 cents
KIRK'S709S.MAIN
Congratulations Kevin for being
selected to the Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities a Colleges. Your PI
Kapp Brothers.
Let the Golden Voice of BG sing a
telephone telegram to a friend.
Call 1521149 between 7 9 tor
details Just ask for the Golden
voice.
"SHORT a SWEET"
ISCOMING!
HAVING A PARTY THIS
WEEKEND?
FOR
YOUR
COMPLETE
PARTY SUP
PLIES, CALL CHUCK. 152-5712.
REMEMBER, PABST-NPARTIESOOTOOBTNtm
Watch tor Grand Opening. Sub
me-Quick. Subs, Suds, Salads,
Soda. Open 7 days, 7 nights per
week.
The tea with the TKE's was
great, song a dance sura did
rat». What a super way for the

quarter to begin. All we can say
is "let's do It again!" Love the
Alpha Pelts.
Panhellenlc Council wishes
everyone the best of luck during
Winter Quarter.
Alpha Xl's: Get ready for the P's
& W's o.i Friday. The Kappa
Slgs.
Watch for Grand Opening. Sub
me-Qulck. Subs. Suds, Salads.
Soda. Open 7 days, 7 nights par
week.
Congratulations Mike Joseph on
your selection to ODK a Who's
Who. You were well deserving.
The Brothers of Sigma Chi.
Alpha Phis Thanks for a wild
Friday night, the tea was great.
We'll have to do It again soon.
The Brothers of Sigma Chi.
It was on a Monday night, of the
passing of the candle light. Four
times around, a then we found,
the engagement of Nancy
Brown. Congratulations Nancy a
Kevin on your Phi Mu-Phl Psl
engagement. Love, Your Phi Mu
Sisters.
Phi Mu's say...We're ready to
party, a to drink hardy. At the
Friday night tea with SAE's.
Congratulations to CHER I
COOPERRIOER on her recent
tapping Into ODK. We're all
proud of you. Love, Your Chi
Omega Sisters.
Don't
miss
Rec
Center
Workshops. Last two days to
ttfln-upl
WANTIO
F. rmte. needed for Spr. 4th St.
apt. 190.mo. Call Angle 152-6241.
Need M or P to subl. offlc. apt.
Jan. is-june 14. Right across
from campus on Thurstin. Only
$i;o mo. furn. plus elec. Please
call 1121704 eves or 111-5415
2 F. rm. needed wtr. a Spr. Qtrs.
190 Call 352 1765 after 6pm.
1 rmte. for Stadium View Apts.
1100 mo. utll. Incl. Own bedrm.
152 1455.
1 F. needed to sub lease furn. apt.
Spr. Qtr. Newiove Apts. across
from Off Towers. 352 5160
M. needs rmt. Immed. avail, thru
June. Prvt. rm. Prvt. location.
353 364) or 352 0054
F. rmte. needed for Wtr. a Spr. 2
bedrm. apt. 575 mo Call 1521221
afters.
Need 1 or 2 M. rmtes. to sublease No. 23 RIdge Manor for W 4
S Qtrs Call 352 0565or 352 0144.
F. rmte needed to sublease apt.
was. Own room. Across from

campus. 352 3745.
1 M. rmte. wanted. Off campus
house. 170 mo s. College lust off
campus. 352-9110 or 152-1501.
HELP WANTED

B.O. Newest Nite spot will be
hiring waitresses a bartenders.
If Interested contact Rick or Jeff.
Uptownl 152-9310. Mult bo 21.
Pt. time delivery persons
needed. Car necessary. Apply In
person, Sub-me-Quick. 143 E.
Wooster.
Dino's Pizza now hiring pt. time
delivery help. Must have own
car. Apply Dino's Plzzaacross
from Founders-532 E. Wooster.
Days between 12-4,
To work In our office 9:30-3:00.
3 30 9 00 Students welcome. We
will train. Easy pleasant work.
Apply in person I02v» N. Mainupstairs above Centre Drug.
Houseboy needed for Alpha
Gamma Delta house. Work
approx. 710hrs.wk. Call Denlse
372-3006 tor details a interview.
Babysitter needed at my home
from 4pm-lam. Call 352-7027
before 4
Sub-me-Quick. Home of the Best
Buns In B.O. needs additional
help. Both full a pt. time. Apply
within 141 E. Wooster.
Babysitter needed Tues. a Frl.
morns. Need own trans. Call 1523003 after 5.
Full time a Pt. time pizza,
makers, waitresses a delivery
personnel. Apply between 2-4
Mon Frl. at Pegllal't last.
Sub me Quick. Home of the Best
Buns in B.G. needs additional
help. Both full a pt. time. Apply
within 143 E. Wooster.
FOR1AL1
75 Mazda RX3 Station Wagon,
very good condition. No rust
11150. '75 Renault RI2 station
wagon, 27,000 ml. Like new,
12350.152 1919.
Baby gray cockatlefs. Meke
exceptional affectionate pets.
140 ea 419 562 19)6-Bucyrus.
1»77 jeep CJ-5. Black w-wht.
spoked wheels t 10 15 Goodyear
Tracker AT. Low mileage. Call
Huron .433.2)718.
Car Battery. 120. Full a mld-slie
cars GUARANTEED. Mark 3524152
Firewood. Will deliver 217 44*2
FOR RENT
1 M or F rmte. needed, own
bedrm. near campus. Call Lynn
or Rita attar 4:00,152 3166.
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Court ruling could
hurt desegregation

EXPRESSING HIS OPINION OF MINNESOTA WINTERS,
Gary Tassone sports his personalized license plate. He paid

AP Wireptloto

$41.50 (or the privilege of displaying his viewpoint.

The decision by the U.S. Supreme
Court to hear appeals of the Columbus
and Dayton school desegregation cases
could mean a landmark toward
changing the way such cases are
handled, lawyers are speculating.
The court said Monday it would hear
the cases. They will be kept separate
but will be heard at the same time,
probably in late spring.
lawyers for both sides in the
Columbus case said the court's
willingness to hear it may mean a
major statement about the basic
question of desegregation will result
from the case.

Leo Ross, Columbus counsel for the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP),
said if the court changes its earlier
position on two precedent cases "it's
going to deal a very serious and crippling blow to school desegregation
throughout the country. Any attempt to
enforce equal education throughout the
country will be severely stimied."
And Louis Lucas, chief counsel for
the NAACP in both the Columbus and
Dayton school desegregation cases,
suggested that there may be some
change in direction of the court's
thinking.

ASKED IF HE thought the court may
have a major statement, Columbus
school board lawyer Sam Porter said "I
think that is probably correct. I think
the lower courts would like to have
guidance or would like the Supreme
Court to advise them as to exactly what
they're supposed to do in these cases,
particularly those ones intfhe northern
cities."

WHILE DECLINING to speculate on
what the court might do, Lucas said:
"I think there's an element in the
court that would be content to leave the
schools segregated. But there is
another element which would still want
to protect the rights of minority
students."
Desegregation plans for Columbus
schools were shelved in August when
Supreme Court Justice William H.
Rehnquist granted a stay to courtordered integration. Rehnquist said he
thought the court would choose to
review fully the case's legal issues.

International art theft second to narcotics
them.
But experts agree the probable
market for the art is a loosely organized
international criminal network
specializing in such expensive loot.
"What we find in most cases is that
the piece will be held and then place on
a different market in a different
country," said New York detective
Robert Volpe, the New York Police
Department's one-man art theft and

CHICAGO (AP) - One apparently
was the work of a slick, well-schooled
professional, and the other, of an impulsive amateur. But in each case, the
result was the same - the loss of works
of art valued at millions of dollars.
Specialists in the international world
of art thett can only speculate about
who stole the paint'ngs recently from
museums in San Francisco and
Chicago, or wlveventuall) will receive

Medicaid

recovery squad, recovered more than
400 works of art, valued in excess of $2
million.
The objects ranged from a series of
oil paintings valued at $20 each by New
Yorker Morris Katz, the self-described
"King of Schlock Art," to the recovery
of four Byzantine ivory plaques, stolen
from the Pesaro Museum in Italy and
valued at $1.5 million.
Art theft statistics are rare. The
magazine U.S. News and World Report
said in a March edition that more than

was described as "pricelessr1'
Art thieves generally do their work
more quietly. On Christmas day in San
Francisco, for example, someone
slipped through a skylight of the M.H.
de Young Memorial Museum and stole
Rembrandt's "Portrait of a Rabbi,"
valued at $1 million, and three other
Dutch Renaissance paintings.
Authorities speculate the job was
done by a professional who apparently
knew which of several skylights was not
connected to a burglar alarm system.

42,000 art objects, with an estimated
value of $33 million, are stolen every
year worldwide.
This would make art theft second
only to narcotics trafficking as an international criminal activity. And
experts feel that the ever-spiraling
price of art makes it even more inviting
to criminals.
Just Sunday night, two armed men
forced their way into a Paris apartment
and stole a Rembrandt self-portrait and
eight other paintings. The Rembrandt

AT STAKE is the education pattern of
83,400 public school students in
Columbus andd 36,000 in Dayton.
Ross and Porter noted changes on the
Supreme Court in recent years.
"I think that what we are looking at Is
an attempt to retreat from standards of
equal educational opportunity that
have been applied and enforced by the
former Chief Justice Earl Warren
court." Ross said.

-from page 4

he noted. "They won't accept Medicaid
and they don't want third-party billing.
With that attitude, people who can't
afford health care don't get it."
However, a new Health Maintenance
Organization < HMO) in the are may
help, according to Randy Balch, a
planning associate with the Health
Phnning Boaru of Northwestern Ohio.
"Health Plus" has been approved by
the federal government and our

agency," Balch said. "Although it is
located in Toledo, it will serve anybody
as- a case of prepaid group practice.
You pay a certain amount and you get
all the health care you need."
"HMO
ENCOURAGES lower
utilization of hospital facilities and has
an emphasis on preventive medicine,"
he continued. "Higher utilization costs
more, therefore the emphasis is on
keeping out of hospitals."

Parma Republican seeks new obscenity law
COLUMBUS (AP) - Rep. Donna Pope
is trying again to get a new obscenity
law passed in Ohio.
This time the Parma Republican said
she is more optimistic because of a
federal court ruling that the current
state law is unconstitutional.
"I think I have a little stronger
platform from which to speak," she

week.
She sponsored a similar bill in each of
the last three legislatures. The first was
introduced in 1974 after the VS.
Supreme Court ruled that obscenity
must be determined on contemporary
community standards.
"People kept telling me to wait until
Ohio's law was struck down," she said.

said. "I said they would rule Ohio's law
unconstitutuional some day, and they
have."
POPE'S ELECTION as House
minority whip and selection to the
House Judiciary Committee will not
harm chances for passing the measure,
which was introduced in the 113th
General Assembly's first days last

Temple survivors pick up pieces
and emotional trauma that follows an
earthquake or flood, according to Chris
Hatcher, a University of California
psychologist who is the Mayor Dianne
Feinstein's personal representative in
helping temple survivors find their way
back to normal lives.
But there are two big differences,
Hatcher said. First, many survivors
devoted years of their lives to the
temple and can not push aside the
Guyana slaughter as one freak incident. Second, there is a strong undercurrent of fear by some survivors that
the horrors may not be over-that some
survivors may kill others.
"It only takes three or four weeks for
them to find a place to live and get a
job, but it will take a long time for them
to work out their emotional problems,

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Slowly they
are starting to put their lives back
together again, the People's Temple
survivors and the relatives of the more
than 900 who died in Guyana two
months ago.
As the survivors have returned to
their homes, they say they are
depressed confused, betrayed and do
not know what they will do now that the
temple-to which many devoted yearsis dead.
And they have memories that will not
die. Or as survivor Tim Carter put it:
"It will be with me for the rest of my
life."
THE SURVIVORS and relatives are
experiencing something like that shock

ATTENTION, ALL OLD
AND NEW VOLUNTEERS
OF THE LINK!
We're having a
"Back To The Link" meeting
on Jon. 14 ot UCF, upstairs
in the library 7 P.M.

EVERYBODY,
PLEASE COME!
oaepeeeceoeoeeoeeoeeoeoo
THE BEST THEATER

jjL&K* THE*
GREAT LAKES

The American College Theater Festival
comes to Bowling Green
January 10-14. 4 full days of
performances and workshops.
Full production^:
3KM0LUr*NQ«$[

,'

HAW) UP
THC0CVILS
MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING n
THEY DANCE REAL SLOW IN MCMON
For kWornHstlon abMrt tlckatawworiuhoft and registration ■■»»•)>■»
ofttMs**»>37ig.
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such as guilt and fear," Hatcher said in
an interview.
"I WOULD SAY it looks fairly good
for them to get reconnected to the
larger society," said Hatcher, who has
met with about 100 temple survivors
and relatives and is providing them
counseling and help in getting reestablished. 'But a major part of the
real work with them will come three
months, six months or 12 months after
Nov. 18"-the day of the mass murdersuicide at the Rev. Jim Jones' jungle
commune.
"When people put their lives
together, they have time to think. And
they think about their guilt. Why did I
survive and not someone else? Why
didn't 1 see it coming and stop it ?
"With a major disaster, a lot of
people have flashbacks. They need to
talk about it, but they're very reluctant
to do so. They feel fear and anger. Most
have a real concern about the public's
feelings.
'•IT IS VERV HARD for them
because the most typical comment they
hear is, 'Why did it happen?' and 'What
was it really like?' and they find it
impossible to answer those questions.
"Also, most of their connections with
other people will be relatively routine,
but they have had a very extraordinary
experience that they didn't share with

those around them now. They need to
have someone around they trust, so that
when these heavier problems arise,
they will have someone to turn to,"
Hatcher said.
He said his most difficult job is
building up that trust.
HELP FOR THE survivors-80
survived Jonestown but the temple says
hundreds of others left earlier or never
went to Guyana-also is coming from
the Human Freedom Center in
Berkeley, which was formed by former
temple members before the Guyana

Sale 20-50%

disaster.
"Our goal is to help people. We're all
family." said Teresa Cobb, 26. an
organizer who defected from the
temple five years ago.
"We have clothing and offer that.''
said Holli Morton, public relations
representative for the center. "Quite a
few of the survivors coming back have
stayed temporarily with Teresa and her
brother Jim," she added. "I think
they're going to reintegrate. It takes a
lot of time to work up from nothing, but
they'll make it."

A FEDERAL JUDGE in Cleveland
ruled just that two years ago, she said.
Pope's bill says any material or
performance is obscene if all of the
following apply:
-It appeals to purient interests when
considered as a whole and judged from
the standpoint of average adults applying contemporary standards.
-rr DISPLAYS, depicts or represents iin a manner "patently offensive to
adults with ordinary sensibilities"
sexual activity, nudity, sexual excitement, beastiallty, masturbation or
human bodily functions of eliminations.
-It lacks serious literary, artistic,
political or scientific value when
considered as a whole.
The current law states that material
or a performance is obscene if It contains any one of several criteria
similiar to those in Pope's bill, rather
than all of them.
The statute also does not nntain
language that allows something to be
judged obscene by using "contemporary community standards."

Sign up for
Mini Courses
thru Friday
at UAO office

Off

Leather Cambridge Bibles—
Zendervan Parallel Bibles
Books, Records
Thurs, Friday, Sat
Jan. II, 12, 13
Hours: M-F 10-5 Sat 10-4
131 S. Main
Bowling Green, Ohio
43402

"vita

Phone (419) 352-3709 $*&***?., %

Magic

MflCfll"*.
LstHiar Crafrs
Quirting
Photography
Balk/ Dancing
Backgammon
ortd many more.
Call 372-2343 for more info.
lOOOOOOi

Sunday Night is:

TOP 40 NIGHT
8 pm ■ 1 am

THE BLUE MAX
Ramada Inn,
Perrysburg

• Large Dance Floor
• 18 and Over
• No Cover Charge

Ihe.liVl

"You're A Good Man
Charlie Brown."
» B»g.n. —ll, ,
i popvkx »ov '• A Good h
Chart,* •'own Thlt mut«*l i« ■ M'ft •• '■"■■' and hmoy ihaicK** from

^».I,UWW.I».^».,I.™

*wiin «.oo

STUDiirrs $3.5017
CURTAIN TIME 9 P.M.

Far reservations, call Mick i Whit, at...

• Exciting Slide Show

At I-75 and Route 20

Spring
Break
Trips

..:(""*alian*^:

JM. 12*13, 19*20, 24*27, Feb. 9*10, 16*17

• The TOP 40 Tunes ond
Trivia on Records

AcrowrHcs

^o&dlaLH 2>VUA|
1550E.Woost«r

352-5211

* ITtt TTIIIIITTTTTTTTIT TV

mmtttt

ttMlifj

Bahamas
March 18-25
349.00 Quad
369.00 Triple
399.00 Double

Daytona

Beach
March 16-25
195.00 Quad
233.00 Triple
311.00 Double

Sign-up and
Sign-up and
payment deadline payment deadline
■ Feb. 15
Feb. 1
• Price includes
transportation and lodging*

wmmmmmmmmmmmm
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The right-way runs are forgotten
It was, and remains, the most celebrated play in the
history of football. And, happily, the man who made it a halfcentury ago is still among us, playing golf in retirement.
On New Year's Day in the Rose Bowl, they honored the 50th
anniversary of Roy Riegels' wrong-way run, a deathless deed
in American sports, like the long-count of Dempsey-Tunney
and the prediction shot of Babe Ruth.
Now 70 and living in Woodland, Calif., not far from
Sacramento, Riegels confides that he learned to live with the
notoriety maybe four years after the run and actually came
to enjoy it.
On occasion, he also sees the other principal in that play,
Benny Lorn, who operates a chain of clothing stores in northern California.
AS YOUR father or grandfather may have informed you,
unless you number among the antiques recalling it personally, Lorn was the teammate who caught Riegels from
behind, ending an odyssey of such impact that its memory
lives vibrantly to this day.
"I would say it's quieting down," says Roy. "But I still get
calls from the media and from people inviting me to public
functions. I also learn the run was the subject of a sermon not
long ago-an inspirational message on bouncing back after a
mistake."
A gentle person, wholly civil, Riegels doesn't see himself as

any inspiration-just as a guy who, at 20, got excited in a big
football game and blew one.
It was Jan. 1,1929, not long before people would be jumping
out of windows on Wall Street and a man named Herbert
Hoover, promising poultry in every pot, would be sworn in.

Melvin
Durslo u
California was matched against Georgia Tech in a period
in college football in which running with a fumble that strikes
the ground was legal for either side.
RIEGELS, THE Cal center, was a junior who had been
elected captain after the Stanford game for the following
season. Platoon football was science fiction. Two-way play
was so evident that Cal used but seven substitutes in the Rose
Bowl. Georgia Tech used only four.
After a scoreless first quarter, Tech had the ball on its own
20 when a back named Stumpy Thomason turned the corner

for a 15-yard gain and fumbled after Lorn, the Cal left half,
nailed him with a hard tackle.
Listed at 175, but actually weighing closer to 168, Riegels
was swift. He picked up the ball on the Tech 35, took a couple
of steps forward, but then wheeled to avoid a tackle by
Thomason, who had risen from the ground.
What was to follow still lives in the romantic lore of sports.
A confused Riegels took off in the wrong direction, with Cal
players, not fully aware of what was happening, laying
blocks.
ONLY BENNY Lorn sized up the problem. And the foot
race began. Lorn screamed at Riegels to make a navigational
fix, but the roar of the crowd was such that Roy couldn't
hear.
Benny was fast as hell, but you get an insight to Riegels'
speed when considering that Lorn couldn't catch him until the
one-foot-line.
Grabbing Roy by the wrist, Benny managed to spin him
around, imploring him to take off in the right direction. But
by then, a Georgia Tech end named Frank Waddey arrived
on the scene, and he tackled Riegels on the one-yard-line.
In those days, teams trapped on their own one didn't mess
around. They punted on first down. But the subsequent kick
by Lom was blocked, and Georgia tech scored a safety.
In the third quarter, Tech added a touchdown to take an 8-0

lead and wound up winning 8-7. Since the safety was the
margin of victory, the Riegels run, of course, took on special
importance. The funny thing is, Roy played a fine game in
the second half.
Leaving school in 1930, Riegels worked as a junior college
teacher for five years, then joined a packing company before
a four-year army hitch during World War II. He was a major.
HIS LAST 23 years have been spent with an agricultural
fertilizer firm, from which he has just retired.
"I had an interesting experience last October," he says.
"Living members of that Georgia Tech team, celebrating the
50th reunion, invited me as their guest in Atlanta. Even put
my picture on the cover of the alumni magazine. We had an
awful lot of fun."
Known for a half-century now as "Wrong-way" Riegels,
Roy assures you he has endured neither hardship nor embarrassment.
"Things have gone well for me," he says. "I've had a good
life."
For that matter, so has Benny Lom, who, amazingly,
hasn't been solicited by TV to see if he can catch Riegels
today.
Mel Durslag Is a syndicated columnist for the Los Angeles
Times.

Sports
Falcons rip Kent State
By Steve Sadler
Sports Editor
KENT, O.- It took nearly a full half before Bowling Green's
basketball team flexed its muscles where they figured to be
the strongest - in the backcourt.
But when they did, Duane Gray supplied an early secondhalf spark and went on to score 28 points to lead Bowling
Green to a sluggish 80-64 Mid-American Conference (MAC)
victory over Kent Slate last night.
The Falcons, now 8-4 overall, and 2-1 in the MAC, led by
just one point with 11 seconds left to go in the first half, but
quick baskets from Gray and Rosie Barnes just before the
buzzer gave BG a 39-34 halftin>» '<-3d.
Gray made his first three shots from the field and two foul
shots early in the second half as the Falcons finally pulled
away from the Flashes, now 5-7,0-2.
"THIS WAS OUR worst game since Defiance," BG coach

John Weinert said. "I was a little worried early because I
wanted to save the one guard low offense for the second half.
I almost went to it (in the first half) but I didn't and I'm glad I
didn't. I like to keep something for the blackboard at halftime."
Weinert was disturbed with the Falcons disorganized play
in the first half.
"I really chewed them out at half time." he said. "I didn't
think a five point lead was a good lead for our team."
In the second half though, BG began wearing Kent State
down where Weinert thought they should have- in the backcourt.
"We thought out big advantage would be at guards, we
thought we'd be stronger there," Weinert said. "I thought it
was an average game for our big men."
Joe Faine ended with 15 points, while Barnes added 14.
Trent Grooms led Kent with 26.

Bruce apparent heir to Hayes
Newipholobv Kilhy Borctieri

TANGLED TAKE DOWN - Falcon wrestler Jay Ules attempts to
take down an opponent during practice. The 118 pound senior will
be seeking a Bowling Green record of 46 wins when the grapplers
travel to Toledo Saturday for a match against the Rockets.

46th win at Toledo?

Liles eyes victory mark
By Pat H viand
Assistant Sports Editor
Anyone looking for a 120-pound weakling to beat up should
be advised to take senior Jason (Jay) Liles off their list.
Liles is only 5 foot 6 inches tall and weighs 118 pounds, but
the brown-haired Findlay native is co-captain of Bowling
Green's wrestling team and delights in slamming bodies to
the floor.
This Saturday in Toledo, Liles will be attempting to
become BG's all-time winningest wrestler by winning his
46th career match. His current four-year record stands at 457-2. and this winter he has composed an 8-1-0 mark.
"GETTING THE record doesn't mean that much to me,"
Liles insisted. "I guess it's a big deal, but it doesn't do that
much for me. It's just another accomplishment."
The accomplishments have been plentiful for Liles since he
began wrestling competitively in the eighth grade. He was
voted Most Valuable Wrestler two out of four years at Findlay High School, where he compiled an impressive 72-9-1
mark in the 112 lb. weight class. He also finished sixth in the
state his senior year.
"I didn't do that well at the states," Liles explained, "so I
wasn't really recruited by many schools. A few small schools
offered a grant-in-aid, but Bowling Green offered a
scholarship, so I came here.
"Actually, I wasn't even planning on going to school," Liles
continued. "But my high school coach talked to coach
Bellard (then Bowling Green's wrestling coach) and they
offered me a scholarship. That's what changed my mind."
THE 22-YEAR-OLD elementary education major said he
hopes to teach fourth graders and coach wrestling after
graduation this year. Although nothing is finalized yet, Liles
said there Is a possibility that he may serve as an assistant
wrestling coach at BG next year.
"The only drawback to coaching a kid like Jay is that he
always wants you to be getting after him," Coach Pete
Riesen said. "He never wants you to be nice to him."
For most wrestlers, losing weight is just as difficult as the

mat work. Liles, who normally weighs 135 lbs., had to lose 17
lbs. to compete in the 118 lb. division.
"I was thinking of wrestling at 126 the last two years," he
said. "But this year we didn't have anybody to wrestle at 118,
so I'm doing it to help the team. In order to lose the weight
you have to sacrifice a lot, but that's part of the package."
According to liles, he can eat only once a day, and that
meal cannot weigh any more than two pounds on a scale.
That includes liquids that go along with the meal. Breakfast
consists of a glass of water, although Liles added that 'You
can rinse your mouth out during the day, so it's not that bad."
ULES' DAILY workout schedule includes running,
skipping rope and lifting weights for two hours in the morning, running before the team's two hour practice in the
afternoon and then running and doing mat work for about an
hour after practice.
"I've never coached a more dedicated, harder worker than
Jay," Riesen praised. "In fact, he overworks himself most of
the time."
"I like to be in better shape than my opponent," Liles said.
"That way I know that if it comes down to the wire, I'm going
to win."
Riesen praised Liles for the example he sets as captain.
"He's not injury prone, and even when he is injured, he
wrestles with hurts," Riesen said. "He's a competitor all the
way."
"I just wanted to wrestle up to my ability," Liles said.
1
'I think I could have done a lot better than I did. I lost two or
three matches to the same guy and I lost a lot of matches by
one point. There's always something you can do better."
"Jay is not a pinning wrestler," Riesen explained. "He has
to wrestle intelligently and be aggressive, which he is. He has
a lot of moves I wouldn't attempt to teach other kids."
Although BG's wrestling teams have finished last In the
Mid-American Conference the past few years, Liles does not
feel it hinders his motivation.
"It motivates me to know that if I win I help the team," he
said. "Besides, if you're screwing off you can't blame it on
anybody but yourself. It takes a little pride. Besides, I like to
win. I guess it comes down to competitiveness.''

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) -,
Iowa State University Coach
Earle Bruce appears to be
the man Ohio State has
settled on to replace Woody
Hayes, the Buckeyes' fired
football coach.
"He's got the inside track
right now," Iowa State
Athletic Director Lou
McCullough said of Bruce.
"I'm afraid I've lost him."
After a session with Hugh
Hlndman, the Buckeyes'
athletic director in San
Francisco, Bruce would only
say, "" guess I'll hear from
them when they get through
with interviews one way or
another."
The Chicago Tribune and
Orlando, Fla. Sentinel-Star
both carried stories that
Bruce would replace his old
boss, Hayes, at the Big Ten
Conference power.
However, Hlndman insists
that no choice will be made
until Ohio State's delegation
returns to Columbus early
Thursday from the National
Collegiate
Athletic
Association convention in
San Francisco.
One legal barrier has been
cleared for Hlndman to
make
an early announcement. Ohio law
requires state universities to
advertise a vacant position

for five working days before
interviews can begin.
Madison Scott, an Ohio
State vice president, said
Wednesday he wrote Hlndman that this regulation
would be waived even though
the vacancy was not posted
on campus until last Monday.
"The period of consideration for all candidates

will be considerably abbreviated due to the urgency
of the stiuation," Scott informed Hlndman.
Now Ohio State athletic
officials are speculating that
the Buckeyes' 20th football
coach may be announced
Saturday or even earlier,
mainly for recruting purposes.
"We've got 22 recruits

coming in this weekend and
I'm sure they would like to
have a new coach greet
them," said the athletic
department spokesman, who
asked not to be named.
A current Ohio State
assistant coach confirmed
that
urgency, saying
recruiting trips for prospects
were canceled last weekend.

Laxer
meeting
An important meeting for
anyone interested in playing
men's lacrosse in the spring
will be held today at 4.30
p.m. in Room 104 Business
Administration Building.

Women cagers face weekend road trip
By
Douf BanBowling Green State University women's
basketball team takes its show on the road this
weekend with games at Cincinnati and Miami.
The Lady Falcons, 0-3 will tangle with a tough
Cincinnati Bearcat team Friday that features 6foot center Peggy Foley.
"She is good inside once she gets the ball," firstrear BG Coach Kathy Bole said. "She Is tough on
the boards, too."

BOLE SAID the Falcons plan to double team
Foley inside and also pressure Cincinnati's outlet
pass to stall its running game.
Saturday afternoon the Falcons battle Miami
and although the Redskins' record is only 24, Bole
said they are a formidable opponent.
"They are a good, capable team. They have
played a tough schedule," she said.
LEADING the balanced Miami attack is 6-1
center Cathy Johnson who shot 49 per cent from
the Held last year, and leading scorer Mary Ann
Myers.'

"They have a lot of guns to shoot with," Bole
said.
BOLE SAID she plans to counter with Pam
Young and Sue Telljohann in the backcourt and
Charissa Urbano, Michelle Stevens, and Toni
Sherman up front.
Because of the heavy schedule this weekend.
Bole said she thinks the substitutes may be a key
to victory.
"I hope to go to the bench more this weekend.
I'm sure the girls can come off the bench and play
the way they're capable of," she said.
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EYES BASKET - Falcon forward Charissa Urbano (U)
goes up for a shot against Eastern Michigan. Looking on
are BG players Tool Sherman (13) and Sue Cowman
(43). The Falcons travel to Cincinnati and Miami for a
pair of weekend games.

